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D AYS  O F  YO R E

Many daredevil characters, fetched up at the start of 
the magnificent month of June, find their hardened 
features smoothed over as they sit in the shade of 
the plane trees. See how the branches and the high 
column of mercury rise and fall like the  dia phragm 
of a sleeper. See the swaying of the sunshade and 
set your eyes upon that face, once so repugnant. Let 
them rest in peace, that nose and swollen lip which 
have erupted so violently from the face, let them 
grow calm because, for goodness’ sake, this is a time 
of quiet for the town. 

In the midst of fertile fields there are plenty of 
white farmsteads as imagined by our national poet-
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ry. The young bulls have become oxen, the heifers 
are with calf and May has passed on.

Should you be able to do so, dress in white and 
venture hesitantly into a seat in front of your hotel. 
Great Scott! Is the example of our forefathers not 
good enough? On went their belts, over their arms 
went their coats and one step at a time they edged 
their way towards the orchards below, where a stool 
was already prepared for them to sit on. 

In those days the camp followers, decked in 
bonnets and sporting flat and well-ventilated shoes, 
the sort that didn’t dig up the ground, used to move 
from man to man, from stool to stool, extracting 
invoice pads from deep and bulging pockets, tear-
ing off one slip after another. A pink flush spread 
to the tufts of their noses whenever they spoke to a 
guest saying:

“Good day, sir. Isn’t it a beautiful morning? 
Don’t you enjoy a moment like this, as the chime 
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of ten comes flying down from the time-honoured 
tower of St. Lawrence’s Basilica? We believe that 
there’s nothing more rewarding than time and in 
any case ten is larger than nine. There was some very 
bitter feuding over this church, because it was built 
by a fop who had the gall to change the ground plan 
against all the regulations. We knew this builder and 
we can tell you that we liked him, however much he 
may have been something of a libertine.”

“What’s that you say?” interposed the elderly 
man, “This church is out of order and contravenes 
the rules of good architecture? And to think that it 
took me till today to recognise it!”

“You are quite correct in your observations,” 
remarked the lady, “however, would you guess that 
this hat of mine has seen nine seasons of service as 
a hothead of idiosyncrasy? Yes, my dear, both the 
basilica and my hat are part of the furniture here 
and their transgressions have become part of the 
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world order. Because, let me say it again, time lends 
dignity even to monstrosities.”

Hear! Hear! Aren’t these conversations worth 
coming back to? Are they a disturbance to those 
who trudge towards labour? Do they want for hon-
esty? Do they not reek of what is nearly the ultimate 
mediocrity?

T H E  S PA  TO W N  O F  L I T T L E  K A R L S B A D

On the remarkable River Orsh there lies a town of 
good reputation and good water. The water bub-
bles up in shady places and the nine most powerful 
springs, secured in nine wells, have been designated 
with the names of the nine Muses. This is the spa 
town of Little Karlsbad. It is a town open to view, 
built half in brick and half in mud and stone, a town 
of doubtful construction and enduring health. 

“There are no loafers here, mind you,” the mayor 
of the spa is used to saying as he cuts a deck of cards. 
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“Tally ho! Ours is a community forever on the go, 
running the race and arriving at the sixth month of 
June without delay and duly awaiting the regular 
deadline.” 

Well then, in this distant realm of purposeful 
activity, where there is no time to lose (alas, see 
how age bears down upon its citizens while it gives 
an air of legality to their assets), there were several 
smallholdings and some fairly ancient properties. 
They were acquired for the most part thanks to a 
card game variously known as Little and Large and 
Tiny Takes All. These assets were blessed and well 
administered, because, as God is my witness, the 
local burghers are thoroughly versed in their trades 
and are not deterred by the fact that, as spas go, 
Little Karlsbad is in the ninth band where size is 
concerned. Nor are they deterred by the unseason-
able cloud cover and the feeble efforts of the sun to 
break through it, by the impermeability of the soil 
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or by the thermal inadequacies of its hot springs. 
Let it be so! They may lack a public sewage system 
here, but this is a good-natured and respectable 
town. 

T I M E

The Gregorian calendar turned red for the first 
Sunday of June and the great bells pealed. Time 
moved forward at a rapid pace, as it always did at 
times of leisure or on great feast-days. Eight o’clock 
was approaching, the time whose snout, where the 
hours are concerned, is always said to be at the head 
of the pack, the time which will always track you 
down, whatever the cost. 

T H E  A G E  A N D  LO C AT I O N  

O F  A N TO N Y  H U S S E Y ’ S  E STA B L I S H M E N T

This is the moment when, with a song and a game 
of whimsy, the curtain opens on a tale set in the 
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floating domicile of the Hussey family. Various 
light structures serving the swimming trade have 
been built onto Antony’s raft-like erection, which 
has been tied at a point where the poppling Orsh 
has ripples along its back, sniffing at a sandbank 
that runs for as much as a hundred yards. In this 
area the bank on the town side of the river is cov-
ered in willows, which reach as far as the gardens 
of the leather dressers and wafer producers. Each 
year the willows get out of hand, preserving an 
un manicured appearance that almost exceeds the 
bounds of decency. No one trims them and for 
those who make their way to the river there is 
nothing but a smattering of footpaths which are, 
alas, narrow. At the beginning of each pathway 
an inscription has been fixed to an indifferently 
painted pole, which carries its message rather as a 
female donkey carries her saddle. The announce-
ment reads: River  Resort.
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“Why yes,” said the burgrave, when sometime 
back in the fourteenth century he determined for 
once to speak in a straightforward manner, “Why 
yes, let us take the waters!” With these words he 
set off through the undergrowth to the sandbank, 
where his words became deeds. Since those times, 
for as long as anyone can remember, the area has 
been consecrated to the same purpose. 

A N TO N Y  H U S S E Y

Having finished his song, Antony the Great clasped 
his hands behind his back and started breathing 
stealthily onto the ball of the thermometer. The 
column was virtually implacable in the face of such 
bribery and barely moved. Making a mental note of 
its probity, Mr Hussey found several thoughts tak-
ing turns to run through his head, like a sequence 
of shuffled cards.

Words finally broke his silence as he turned his 
back on the apparatus of Anders Celsius. “Such a 
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summer, seems to me, spells misfortune. It is cold 
and I have ice on my breath, no matter that I haven’t 
been taking draughts of water. What month is left 
to us, in which we might take care of our health and 
purify our bodies, when even June proves unpropi-
tious for this purpose?
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Very well, then. Be the climate propitious or not, 
such things brook no delay.”

With these words the master lifeguard proceed-
ed to undo his belt, remove his clothes and look 
down at the water in which his long hairy legs, the 
edge of the pool and the heavenly firmament were 
mirrored. He noticed the reflection of an upturned 
glass, which someone or other had placed crudely 
right on the edge, and added: 

“Ah well. A swimming-pool empty of people and 
a cup empty of drink.”

O F  M AT T E R S  C O N T E M P O R A RY  A N D  A  P R I E ST

At this moment Canon Gruntley, who held the 
moral life in higher esteem than any other man, 
appeared on the embankment bordering the oth-
er side of the river. While he was reciting some 
poem or prayer appropriate to the hour of day, 
time granted him the opportunity to peek in all 
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directions. In this particular location it was not 
difficult to set eyes upon the master of bathing 
ceremonies, Antony Hussey, his tongue protruding 
from his lips and his moist eyes fastened upon a 
small glass. 

“I say,” exclaimed the canon, “I do declare, my 
dear sir, you’re making a late start to the sabbath! 
Did the bells ring too softly for your ears? Detach 
yourself from that broomstick between your thighs 
which is plain for all to see. Part company with all 
that is abominable before it proves to be your ruin. 
Procure some coat or cloth from the rail beside 
this vile sewer. Otherwise, by George, I shall move 
to the other side and empty your bottle into the 
Orsh.”

“So be it,” responded Antony, shifting position, 
“Do as you wish and come across. Hurry over and 
see for yourself the particulars of your error. Search 
high and low in every corner for a broom, and if 
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your skills extend so far as to find my bottle any-
thing but empty, I will not hold it against you. Get 
going, strike out across the stream in your sandals. 
I would like to acquaint you with some home truths 
which must be heard before it’s too late.”

The priest closed his book, keeping a forefinger 
clamped between the pages, took a pew on the 
stone edge of the stream and began a reply at once 
scolding and susceptible to the constraints of a civil 
conversation.

“What sort of vermin,” he began, “discards its 
trousers as easily as an honourable man removes his 
hat? Who mentored such manners? Who inculcated 
such a code of behaviour in your head?”

“Very well,” came the reply from Antony, lighting 
a cigar he’d unexpectedly come upon in the pocket 
of a coat which some customer had forgotten the 
previous day, “All right, I can tell you something 
about my teachers, who were without exception 
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good souls and erudite scholars. However, do not 
mistake me for a man given to indecency. I removed 
my underclothes for a good reason. You must un-
derstand that the human skin, as has been made 
clear to this day in the schools I attended for my ear-
ly education, is adapted to breathing and demands 
satisfaction in this respect. These principles were 
instilled into me, while I in turn accepted them and 
have always observed them to the great benefit of 
my body. I have had enough of your book of odes, 
enough of seeing that finger of yours chewing over 
one and the same worn-out line of which it fails to 
make anything like sense. Be off with you, expositor 
of unwholesomeness, bound by gibbering letters 
and panting lines which wend their whimsied way 
in accordance with rules.”

Having delivered himself of these words, the 
manager of the lido began a slow descent of the 
steps before collapsing into the pool.
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“You see me here,” he continued, bearing up 
manfully in the cold water, “as one prepared to 
make riposte to all those calumnies which you 
have heaped upon me since I was five. However, 
my hands are wet. It is too late to remove the cigar 
from my mouth and yet too soon to throw it away.”

“Heavens above,” exclaimed the holy man, “do 
you wish to re-enact the fable of the crow who lost 
the cheese! For the love of God hold your cigar and 
your tongue too.” 

P R I VAT E  H U G O 

During such exchanges, fine-tuned in their fierce-
ness, a man of about fifty appeared at Hussey’s lido. 
He had the calves of a fencer ‘en garde’ and hands 
firmly planted inside gloves. He was accoutred like 
an English master of the hunt and his unscarred 
royalist face bore a fatty cyst the size of a nut above 
the line of his left jaw.
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